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TESTIMONY

OP

PAIGE COMSTOCK CUNNINGHAM, ESQ.
PRESIDENT, AMERICANS UNITED FOR LIFE

CONCERNING

THE NOMINATION OF RUTH BADER GINSBURG TO BE AN ASSOCIATE
JUSTICE OF THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, Senator Hatch, and Members of the Committee,

thank you for the opportunity to testify regarding this

nomination. My name is Paige Comstock Cunningham. I am an

attorney, a graduate of Northwestern University Law School, a

wife, and a proud mother of a girl and two boys. It is likely

that I have reaped some of the benefits, in my professional

career, from the seeds sown by Judge Ginsburg in her efforts to

abolish sex-based discrimination in the law.

I am also the President of Americans United for Life (AUL),

a national non-profit public interest law firm and educational

organization. Both the staff and board of directors are diverse,

crossing political, philosophical and religious lines. Indeed,

one of AUL's strengths is its nonpartisan, professional and

scholarly approach to issues affecting the protection of human

life.

Americans United for Life aims to establish, through law and

education, protection of innocent persons from conception to

natural death against abortion, infanticide and euthanasia.

Although my main area of interest is in state legislation, I

have co-authored several amicus briefs. One of those was filed

on behalf of the American Association of Prolife Obstetricians

and Gynecologists and the American Association of Pro-Life
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Pediatricians in Webster v. Reproductive Health Services, in

1989. In her concurring opinion, Justice O'Connor relied on a

portion of that brief in her discussion of viability.

The nomination of Judge Ginsburg has evoked much less furor

and outcry than the past three or four Supreme Court nominations.

This may reflect the Committee's unwillingness to repeat past

spectacles, that the majority of the Committee belongs to the

President's party, or that special interest groups who have

launched massive campaigns against previous nominees are silent

because their "ox is not being gored."

In any case, the purpose of this testimony is to address

certain aspects of Judge Ginsburg's philosophy and approach to

decision making on the Court that may not be fully or fairly

explored. Briefly, those issues are: the proper role of the

judiciary; Judge Ginsburg's views on judging; her views on gender

discrimination; her views on abortion; and the injury to women

caused by legalized elective abortion.

Judge Ginsburg is well qualified in many ways to serve on

the Supreme Court. Her work as a litigator, advocate, professor,

legal analyst and appellate judge have given her broad

experience. I hesitate to mention her gender, for that is the

very kind of distinction she has worked so tirelessly to

eradicate. And if her presence on the bench is promoted as a

"good thing" for women, or if she is expected to hold some

special regard for "women's rights," then recognition for that

reason alone contradicts her entire record as an advocate for the

Women's Rights Project she established while General Counsel of

the American Civil Liberties Union.

Judge Ginsburg is frequently described as "moderate." If

that label holds true when she sits on the Supreme Court, then

all of us may be well-served. If she continues ruling carefully,

as she has so often done, we would not expect her to support

radical shifts in constitutional doctrine.

On the other hand, if Judge Ginsburg brings her personal
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views as litigator, academic and advocate to a Court whose

rulings are not subject to review, then we have reason to be

concerned. For those views cannot fairly be described as

moderate. She would be likely to urge the Court to take leaps in

constitutional doctrine, leaps that affect issues in which AUL

has a direct interest, such as abortion and euthanasia.

I. ABORTION AS THE "LITMUS TEST"

A troubling aspect of this nomination is its unprecedented

focus on one single issue: abortion. President Clinton's promise

to employ an abortion litmus test is historic. This is the first

Supreme Court nomination in American history in which a personal

commitment to unlimited abortion rights is the "bottom line."

Although Judge Ginsburg has not litigated an abortion rights

case, her support of abortion rights has been made quite clear,

by the President, by her writings, and by her public statements.

Whether or not she was asked the question directly is a

distinction without a difference, since her views are plainly

evident from her own record.

All other things being equal, this is hardly an appropriate

measure of one's fitness to serve on the Supreme Court. There is

a clear implication that abortion is the "first right." On

behalf of myself and millions of women and families in these

United States, I object to this highly political use of abortion

advocacy as the determining factor for non-representative,

unelected service on the Supreme Court.

II. JUDGE GINSBURG'S VIEWS ON THE ROLE OF A JUDGE

In our constitutional scheme, the Framers secured liberty

and controlled the power of the State through a separation of

powers among the three branches of the federal government

executive, legislative, and judicial. It is the people who are

the original source of authority for the Constitution and whether
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and how it should be amended. Federal judicial power is not

inherent; it is derived from Article III of the Constitution.

Nor is the Court intended to be a representative body.

Rather than being elected, the Justices are given life tenure

precisely to insulate them from temporary political passions that

rock any nation from time to time in order for them to interpret

faithfully the original design of our government, as modified by

the people through the amendment process provided for in Art. V.

Yet, Judge Ginsburg implies that she sees the Court as a

representative body and that the Justices do have authority to

change the principles of the Constitution through

interpretation.1 This is seen in her view that the judiciary may

"repair unconstitutional legislation."2 This is also seen in her

implicit belief that the Constitution requires public funding of

abortion and her criticism of the Court's contrary decisions of

the 1970's as "incongruous" and "most unsettling."3 Indeed, her

writings have focused not on the legitimacy of different methods

of constitutional interpretation, but on the strategic and

tactical political advantages that expansive methods of

interpretation might provide.4

Judge GinsbuRg's dissent in DKT Memorial Fund v. Agency

for Intern. Dev.. 887 F.2d 275, 277 (D.C. Circuit 1989),

illustrates the inconsistencies in her alleged moderate and

deferential judicial philosophy. It appears that at least in the

case of abortion, Judge Ginsburg may be willing to find new

constitutional doctrine in support of policy goals she favors.

DKT was a case in which abortion advocates challenged an

executive order prohibiting indirect aid to foreign organizations

which promoted abortion as a method of family planning, and

denied funding to foreign organizations which used private funds

for abortion activities, or which collaborated with organizations

which advocated abortion.5 The majority opinion in DKT upheld

the ban of federal foreign aid funding of organizations that

perform or promote abortion. Judge Ginsburg would have
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invalidated this restriction. In her dissent, she wrote that

"government may demand only that public funds be segregated by

the grantee so that they are used solely for the specified family

planning services, and not for abortion related activity." DKT,

887 F.2d at 3 00.6 Judge Ginsburg equated the choice not to fund

abortion indirectly with punishing abortion advocates or

providers. DKT. 887 F.2d at 305-306.7

Two years later, however, the Supreme Court in Rust v.

Sullivan, 111 S.Ct. 1759 (1991), upheld regulations prohibiting

abortion counseling and referral: "no funds appropriated for the

project may be used in programs where abortion is a method of

family planning," and a doctor employed by the project may be

prohibited in the course of his project duties from counseling

abortion or referring for abortion." Rust. Ill S.Ct. at 1772.

The Court explained that the regulation was not a case of

government suppression of ideas, but a prohibition on a project

grantee or its employees from engaging in activities outside of

its scope. Rust at 1772-1773. Clearly, Judge Ginsburg would

have decided Rust differently, for she wrote in DKT that "it is

now settled" that when government funding is dependent upon the

restriction of activities paid for through private sources, the

government has exacted impermissible penalties on protected

expression.8

The Rust decision was 5-4, Justice White voting with the

majority to uphold the abortion funding-promoting restriction.

If Judge Ginsburg had been on the Court instead of Justice White,

the vote would have been 4-5, and the funding restriction

invalidated. The critical point here is not the wisdom of

congressional policy regarding the funding of abortion. Such

policies change from time to time as Congress changes and public

sentiments change. That, of course, is the role of the

legislature, and the genius of elective self-government. But

Judge Ginsburg is not a legislator, nor is the Supreme Court an

elected body subject to defeat or recall by the voters at the
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polls. The disturbing aspect of Judge Ginsburg's dissenting

opinion in DKT is that it shows her readiness to override public

policy set by the politically accountable branches of government,

even to the extreme of overturning public funding decisions which

are far removed from the realm of judicial competence. If this

is what her supporters mean when they say she is a moderate and

not a judicial activist, then they are misstating their case.

Judge Ginsburg's long-standing believe that poverty is cured

by abortion can be seen in the phrasing of her dissent in DKT.

where she characterizes abortion as both a "facet of

comprehensive world population planing,"9 and also as a

"necessary last resort given current conditions of poverty,

ignorance, physical insecurity, and fear in which many women

live."10 She wryly notes that U.S. policy at that time meant

that "government need not spend public funds on abortion

services; it may, instead, encourage the indigent pregnant woman

to reproduce by paying the full medical costs of childbirth, as

well as child support thereafter (citations omitted)."11 Judge

Ginsburg apparently believes that the government entices poor

women to "reproduce" by offering them assistance in their

difficult circumstances. This suggests a preference for aborting

the children of the poor, rather than seeking other ways to

alleviate suffering.12 "Helping" the poor through abortion may

indicate misguided compassion, or an attitude bordering on

eugenics; in either case, abortion is seen as a positive good,

and its potentially negative effects on individual women are

ignored. In her dissent in DKT. Judge Ginsburg makes reference

to the legal status of abortion in some foreign countries without

addressing the U.S. Government's concern about coerced abortion.

Would Judge Ginsburg support foreign nations forced abortion

policies as a means of controlling world population? Does she

recognize the subtly coercive aspects of U.S. abortion policy in

our own country where the Court has declared, in effect, that an

untimely pregnancy is the personal problem of each individual woman?
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III. JUDGE GINSBURG'S VIEWS ON SEX DISCRIMINATION

A. Her "Immoderate" Recommendations

In April 1977, the United States Civil Rights Commission

issued a Report entitled, "Sex Bias in the United States Code"

("Report"). The "initial research and draft" of the Report was

developed by Judge Ginsburg, then a professor of law at Columbia

Law School, and Brenda Feigen Fasteau, former director of the

ACLU's Women's Rights Project.13 The report which Judge

Ginsburg co-authored "was used as the basis for the Commission

study."14 Although some aspects of the Report have merit,

others raise disturbing questions regarding how Judge Ginsburg

would apply her "equal rights principle" in practice. The Report

clearly illustrates the rigidity and formality of her views on

sex-based distinctions and, unfortunately, a lack of common

sense.

Although the Report addresses a number of areas of sex-based

distinctions, it did not mention abortion, which, of course, is

not regulated by the U.S. Code. However, other laws which

address the sexual exploitation of women were challenged. In her

unyielding adherence to gender neutrality, Judge Ginsburg would

eradicate laws which protect vulnerable women from coercion and

exploitation by men.

Completely outside the opinions of mainstream America, the

Report recommends the abolition of statutory rape statutes that

punish men who engage in sexual relations with girls, but not

women who engage in sexual relations with boys, and lowering the

age of consent from 16 to 12.15 Do these recommendations

suggest that Judge Ginsburg would strike down statutory rape

statutes that are intended to protect girls from the sexual

advances of men? or that she would strike down laws that impose

an older age of consent?

The Report suggests that " [prostitution, as a consensual

act between adults, is arguably within the zone of privacy

protected by recent constitutional decisions."16 The Report
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recommends "unqualified decriminalization [of prostitution] as

sound policy, implementing equal rights and individual privacy

principles."17 Would Judge Ginsburg would strike down laws

against prostitution?

Her perceived moderation may be due more to her skill as a

tactician,18 than to a genuine commitment to centrism or

collegiality. In Appellant's Brief in Reed v. Reed, she argued

that gender-based classifications should be treated as "suspect,"

yet in this and subsequent cases, the laws she sought to have

declared unconstitutional were fairly minor and without

significant public support.

B. The Consequences of Judge Ginsburg's

Views on Sexual Equality

It seems clear that, if there is one central purpose that

has guided Judge Ginsburg's career, it is her lifelong

determination to see her view of "sexual equality" written into

American law and she undoubtedly views herself as representing

American women to accomplish this.19 Regrettably, her view of

"sexual equality" is formal, abstract, artificial, and narrow,

based on a resistance to virtually any gender-based distinctions

in the law and a seeming resistance to the survival of

traditional roles for any women. Abstractions predominate and the

practical impact on women is absent from in her vision.

This is seen in Judge Ginsburg's belief that, under her

sexual equality rationale for Roe v. Wade, the Constitution

compels publicly funded abortion if government provides financial

assistance for childbirth.20 In the abstract world of "sexual

equality," if government provides financial assistance for

childbirth, it must fund abortion. In the real world, prenatal

care and costs for childrearing are many times more than a $250

abortion, and government assistance can only partially offset the

greater cost of childbirth and the pressure toward abortion. It

is a fiscal reality that if the state has to fund abortion
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whenever it funds childbirth, there are less benefits available

for the substantially greater costs of childbirth. Women with the

greater cost of childbirth lose and the pressure to abort is

compounded.21

Rigid formalism is also seen in Ginsburg's view that Roe was

justified by the stigma that women faced from unmarried

pregnancy.22 She seems not to have considered that perhaps the

stigma was the social problem that needed to be addressed, not

abortion, or that the stigma might diminish, as in fact it has

over the past 20 years.

Unlimited abortion rights, including strongly stated views

on population control,23 are clearly part of her view of "sexual

equality."24 As she stated in February, 1981, at a dinner for

the Women's Rights Collective at Georgetown University, "My

optimism rests primarily on social and economic conditions that

appear irreversible, among the most prominent, small family norms

and effective birth control necessary to preserve the planet . . •

The abstraction and formalism in her view of sexual equality

is seen in her call for an "equal-regard conception of women's

claims to reproductive choice . . . unsteered by government."26

In her view, anti-abortion laws violate a woman's ability "to

participate equally in the economic and social life of the

Nation." She has said that the problem with Roe is that it did

not focus "more precisely on the women's equality dimension" or

that it did not "place[] the woman alone . . . at the center of

its attention."27 This forecloses any public policy, expressing

the will of the people, protecting the life or health of the

unborn child at any time of pregnancy.

Why can we be so certain of the stark and rigid implications

of Judge Ginsburg's theories about abortion law? First, because

her view that abortion should be viewed under a sexual equality

(or Equal Protection) rationale though never accepted by the

Court has been raised repeatedly by her compatriots in abortion
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rights litigation to strike down state regulations.28 Second,

the former ACLU attorneys in the Center for Reproductive Law and

Policy who have opposed any state regulation of abortion in the

courts for the past 20 years instigated a letter writing for

Judge Ginsburg's nomination to the Supreme Court, stating that

she was their ideal candidate.29 Perhaps they assume that she

will press for abortion rights to be grounded in the Equal

Protection clause.

Her criticisms of Roe v. Wade have focused on style or

process, not on its outcome.30 Initially, a superficial reading

of that speech raised concern in some quarters that she might not

be sufficiently "committed" to Roe and abortion rights. However,

in the transcript of that speech, she made her commitment to

legalized abortion even clearer and stronger.

It is helpful to look at the law review article upon which

that speech is based.31 Her chief criticism of the majority

opinion in Roe is that it went too far, too fast. If the Court

had ruled more narrowly, in Ginsburg's view, and simply struck

down the Texas statute in question, it would not have sparked the

adverse popular reaction.32 She believes the right to life

movement might not have been born but for the extremism of Roe/s

holding and reasoning.33 And contrary to popular impression,

her alternative rationale would prohibit the parental notice laws

and informed consent laws that the Court has finally allowed 20

years after Roe v. Wade in Planned Parenthood v. Casey.34

Yet, her apparent deference to the democratic process is

clearly conditioned on that process achieving the "right"

results. If it does not do so, Judge Ginsburg has insisted that

the judiciary has the power to step in.

In the case of her functional critique of Roe v. Wade, she

presumed that the democratic process would yield unlimited

abortion rights. When it did not, she advocated greater judicial

intervention. Judge Ginsburg's statements about leaving abortion

to the legislative process are belied by her own opposition to
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the Hyde Amendment, which restricts federal funding of medicaid

abortions. Although the Hyde Amendment was upheld by the Supreme

Court, and is an example of the democratic process at work,

apparently Judge Ginsburg would override the will of Congress and

require federal abortion funding. She earlier criticized the

Court's 1977 decisions upholding refusal to fund non-therapeutic

abortions and the right of a public hospital to exclude

abortions. She has admitted that courts may need to "legislate a

bit" until the legislature comes up with the result she believes

to be appropriate.

IV. ABORTION AND THE REALITY OF WOMEN'S LIVES

Because women have been not merely the bearers of life, but

also the primary care givers to the young, the old, and the ill,

one would hope to see in Judge Ginsburg's writings a deep respect

for these customary roles of women. However she has displayed a

disappointing lack of respect for women's substantial

contributions within the family.

That lack of respect is most poignantly revealed in Judge

Ginsburg's advocacy of abortion as necessary for "women's

dignity." The notion that elective abortion is necessary for

women to achieve equal status in American society is profoundly

misguided and wrong. This is part and parcel of the formalistic

and abstract way in which Judge Ginsburg views women's rights. It

is critical to understand the context of abortion rights before

one can clearly see the full impact of abortion on women in

America.

It is simplistic and misleading to view abortion as merely a

means by which women can alleviate an immediate obstacle to

education or career. From a philosophical and biological

perspective, it ignores the values of nurturance and

connectedness in women that feminism has specifically revered.35

From a practical perspective, it ignores the pressures which push

women toward abortion and away from other alternatives, the
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freedom that it gives to men to abandon any sexual

responsibility, and the physical and psychological injury to

women that surpasses the transitory relief of quickly alleviating

what appears to be an obstacle.

Abortion is Not Necessary for Women's Equality

Judge Ginsburg's own record demonstrates that

Roe v. Wade is not necessary to secure or preserve equal

opportunity for women in American society. Roe struck down no

practice relevant to women and their educational and career

objectives. In fact, it may have made discrimination against

pregnant women in college and the workplace easier.

Before and after Roe, the Supreme Court has shown a

sensitivity to sex discrimination claims,36 but there is no

evidence that Roe itself enhanced that sensitivity. No decision

of the Supreme Court on gender-based discrimination relies upon

Roe v. Wade. Roe has been cited in less than a dozen lower court

cases involving sex-discrimination and was dispositive in

none.37

Under current Supreme Court doctrine, gender-based

discrimination is subject to "heightened scrutiny", an

intermediate standard of review, more rigorous than rational-

basis, less rigorous than strict scrutiny. Under this standard,

classifications based upon gender cannot be sustained under the

Constitution unless they bear a "substantial relationship" to

"important governmental objectives."38 The Court, however, has

not yet said that sex-based classifications must be treated as

race-based classifications. A fair reading of Judge Ginsburg's

writings suggests that she would adopt the "strict scrutiny"

standard of review for laws that discriminate on account of sex.

This position, however, fails to reflect an appreciation of and a

deference to the exclusive means by which the Constitution may be

changed, by an amendment approved by Congress and ratified by

three-fourths of the States. Former Justice Powell recognized
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this limitation when he refused to adopt, by judicial fiat, the

proposed Equal Rights Amendment.39

Judge Ginsburg, apparently, would not wait for the people to

decide whether the Constitution should be amended. Her

willingness to adopt such a standard should give pause because of

the rigidity of the strict-scrutiny standard. Moreover, adoption

of such a standard is unnecessary. The principal gains in

achieving equality of rights for women under the law have been

made through the action of legislative bodies, not courts. The

Congress has enacted many laws promoting equality of rights under

the law by forbidding sex discrimination in public and private

employment,40 public works projects,41 unemployment

compensation,42 sale or rental of housing,43 and education,44

and by mandating equal pay.45 Many States have supplemented

this legal structure with their own anti-discrimination laws and

equal rights amendments.46

IV. ABORTION LAWS AS A TYPE OF "SEX DISCRIMINATION"

A. Ginsburg's Criticism of the Rationale of Roe;

Equal Protection vs. Due Process

In the previously-discussed Madison Lecture delivered at New

York University in March, 1993, Judge Ginsburg posited a

different approach and rationale for Roe v. Wade. Rather than

premising the abortion right on the right of privacy found in the

due process clause, she would have treated it is an issue of

gender-based discrimination, and grounded the abortion right in

the equal protection clause. This view, that laws regulating or

restricting abortion are sex-discriminatory, is radical. Not all

women think this way, and not even all who call themselves

"feminist" would share her view.

Judge Ginsburg argues that abortion implicates "a woman's

autonomous charge of her full life course."47 Autonomy

language, of course, is more appropriate for the due

process/right of privacy rationale than equal protection
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analysis. Nonetheless, this view of the autonomous woman is

startling. To argue that abortion laws are, by definition

discriminatory, avoids any balancing of the interests at stake.

At least with the balancing test, competing interests are taken

into consideration. Inclusion of abortion within equality

principles is contrary to the doctrine itself. For to do so

would require the subordination of others, and other interests.

Even under Roe, there is a recognition of some of those

competing interests: that of the state in protecting potential

life, which becomes "compelling" at viability; the interest of

parents in their minor daughter's decision about abortion; and

even the child's interest in life itself. Under this equal

protection analysis, there is no competing interest worthy of

constitutional consideration, let alone protection. Thus,

abortion becomes a matter between a woman and her conscience,

with no regard for the father of the child, the grandparents of

the child, society's interest in present and future generations,

or even the developing daughter or son in the womb. The woman's

autonomy would always trump other interests voiced.

The argument that abortion rights should be premised on

equal protection, rather than due process, grounds, is an

apparent concession that they do not now stand on solid footing,

and that an abortion right is not rooted in the Constitution. It

would be illuminating for the Committee to ascertain whether

Judge Ginsburg believes an Equal Rights Amendment is necessary

for constitutional protection of abortion rights. If it is

neither necessary for, nor relevant to, the abortion question,

then that should be made clear also.

Apart from judicial considerations, an autonomy/equal

protection approach to the abortion question contradicts many of

the core values of feminism, values which are shared by millions

of American women who do not consider themselves to be feminist.

These are the values of care, nurturance, compassion, non-

violence and inclusion. These values include care for those who
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are less fortunate, less able to speak for themselves. For many

of us, it requires no great leap to include the preborn child

within the circle of care and protection. Out of the natural

biological connection between the intrauterine child and mother

arises recognition of that dependent relationship which deserves

heightened protection, both in law and in society.

Judge Ginsburg's lack of appreciation for the traditional

roles of women appears in her statement that some

feminists argue forcibly (sic) that women, at least as

childbearers, perform a service for society that nature did

not equip men to perform, a service essential to the

survival of the human race, one that should attract special

recognition and rewards. (People concerned with population

growth, one might note, have doubts about encouraging such

service. ) A 8

Her view of traditional roles may be colored by her apparent

belief that those roles were inferior and that dependency allowed

or encouraged considerable suffering and legal disadvantage for

women.49

It is possible to recognize the historical problems women

have faced without denigrating traditional roles, or assuming

that only through wholesale restructuring of family life can

women have equal "stature" with men.50 As an advocate for the

ERA Judge Ginsburg argued that the Constitution had excluded

women,51 and that gender cases prior to 1971 demonstrated social

and legal hostility toward women. She supported the "grand" and

general language of the ERA as giving a textual basis for equal

rights for women, which would strip away laws which demeaned

women, but extend genuine protection to all. In fact, Judge

Ginsburg was either telling only part of the story or was just

plain wrong on all points.

Most of the Constitution deals with the structure of our

government; the bill of rights protecting individuals did not

trump states' rights of legislating matters related to the
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family, employment and voting, even after the incorporation of

the Civil War Amendments—not really until the last three decades

of this century. To present cases such as Bradwell (1873)

(challenging a law barring women from practicing law) or

Happersett (1873) (challenging state law barring women from

voting) as evidence of the law's inherent devaluation of women is

to misrepresent those cases, which were decided on the basis of

the states' right to set policy in these matters, not on a

fundamental hostility toward women.52 The High Court's attitude

to many gender rights cases prior to the middle of this century

echoes that of the Happersett court: "If the law is wrong, it

ought to be changed; but the power for that is not with us.53

Feminist revisionist readings of cases regarding women's rights

can produce a powerful emotional response from an audience, but

does not encourage careful, thoughtful analysis of our

constitutional principles.

Seeking to ground rights on Constitutional test is laudable,

but for Judge Ginsburg to insist that the "grand" language of the

ERA is still a workable approach to equity for women requires her

to ignore some social changes of the past two hundred years. At

the time the Constitution was ratified, it was not intended to

embody the whole of our law; state law was taken seriously, and

the family and the church were strong social institutions which

provided a guide for individual and familial behavior. With the

growth of the welfare state, and the increasing reliance on the

Constitution as a guarantor of unenumerated fundamental rights,

the family and church appear to be weaker, and the absolute

language of the amendment could be interpreted in ways that may

not help women.

Our recent history suggests that while it may be

theoretically possible to envision an ERA that would preserve

genuinely protective laws and expand them to include all persons,

courts more frequently strip away protective laws than extend

them54 because striking down legislation as unconstitutional is
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clearly within the power of the judiciary, while extending

benefits of the law to persons not included by legislative

mandate edges toward judicial overreaching.

B. The Dangers of an Equal Protection

Basis for Legalized Abortion

An equal protection argument would greatly change the cast

of constitutional doctrine for abortion regulation. The equal

protection rationale was considered and rejected by the Supreme

Court, in the recent case of Bray v. Alexandria Women's Clinic.

113 S.Ct. 753 91993). The Court found that protest against

abortion did not reflect a class-based (gender-based) animus

against women.

An equal protection rationale would also, as noted above,

avoid any consideration of the interests of the unborn child.

This stands in contradiction to developments in virtually every

other area of law pertaining to the unborn child, such as fetal

homicide, prenatal injuries and wrongful death. Twenty-one

States, by statute or court decision, treat the intentional,

knowing, reckless or negligent killing of an unborn child

(outside the context of abortion) as a form of homicide, and

nearly half of these States do so without regard to the stage of

pregnancy when the injury was inflicted or when the death

occurred.55 Virtually all States and the District of Columbia

recognize a common law cause of action for nonfatal, prenatal

injuries.56 No case denying a cause of action for such injuries

has been decided for almost twenty-five years.57 And the

overwhelming majority of jurisdictions (36 States and the

District of Columbia) also recognize a statutory wrongful death

action for prenatal injuries, even where those injuries result in

stillbirth.58

Under an equal protection rationale, abortion could be

treated as just a form of "post-coital birth control."

Apparently, there is virtually no regulation affecting abortion
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that would pass constitutional muster, unless of course, it did

not "affect" or "unduly burden" the abortion decision. It is not

at all clear that Judge Ginsburg would defer to the will of the

Congress, most recently expressed in the significant majority

approval of the Hyde Amendment by the House of Representatives.

This measure ensures that taxpayer dollars do not pay for

elective abortions. Would Judge Ginsburg follow precedent or her

own inclinations if faced with a challenge to this appropriations

limitation? Would she uphold laws reguiring physicians to notify

parents before aborting their daughter? What about regulations

reguiring that a woman receive complete and accurate information

prior to undergoing abortion. These are currently constitutional

expressions of public policy.

V. The Consequences of Abortion

Continued legalized abortion will only further injure

women. Abortion has not solved any of the problems for which it

was offered, and its continued legal sanction simply postpones

the day when society will have to grapple with some of the

serious issues affecting women and families. Abortion has not

ameliorated any of these problems: unwed motherhood, teen

pregnancy, child abuse, spouse abuse, or the feminization of

poverty. A cynic might note that the main "problem" abortion

solves, in cold economic terms, is avoiding the cost of having a

baby. It is, of course, much less costly to terminate a

pregnancy by abortion, than to give birth.

Abortion has negatively affected women's lives in many ways.

Its legality does not guarantee its safety for the woman's life,

physical or psychological well-being.

There is a growing body of evidence that abortion is a

psychological stressor, and for many women, the psychological

consequences are severe and long-lasting.

There is also a high social and personal cost for the women

who undergo abortion, particularly if they are unmarried. Eighty
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percent of all abortions are performed on unmarried women.59 In

such a relationship, the man bears no legal obligation unless the

child survives. By its very nature, such a relationship creates

the greatest potential for coercion, his denial of

responsibility, and abandonment of the woman by her erstwhile

partner when pregnancy results.

A study by Carol Gilligan, one of the foremost feminist

analysts of women's abortion rights and independent decision-

making, revealed that many of the aborted women she studied did

not make independent, moral choices, but were influenced by the

lack of moral and material support from the men in their lives

for continuing their pregnancies.60

One survey of women experiencing post-abortion distress

revealed that "more than one-third felt they had been coerced

into their decision."61 That coercion is subtly present in the

work force as well. A study of female medical residents reported

open hostility to pregnant residents from program directors and

colleagues. The rate of abortion among female residents was

three times that of the control group.62

Similarly, women lawyers are aware of the same subtle bias

against having children. An article in the National Law Journal

noted that law firms have been unable or unwilling to create an

environment supportive of working mothers.63 In another

incident, the New York City Department of Corrections settled a

lawsuit filed by several female officers who had been told to

have abortions; many who refused were given physically grueling

jobs.64

Pressure to have an abortion is reflected in court cases of

various kinds. For example, men have sued to "enforce" a

contract to undergo an abortion.65

Abortion certainly has not improved the problem of

relationships between men and women. Abortion does not stabilize

a relationship, whether or not the pregnancy was viewed as a

threat.
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The most common male response to unwanted pregnancy when it
occurs outside of marriage has been to "take off," leaving
the woman to bear the physical, the emotional and, often,
the financial brunt of either having an abortion or carrying
the pregnancy to term. Studies of abortion and its
aftermath reveal that, more often than not, relationships do
not survive an abortion: the majority of unmarried couples
break up either before or soon after an abortion.66

Abortion unfortunately isolates women from those who should bear

direct responsibility—fathers of aborted children, and from the

society that ought to support her in her decision to give birth.

Judge Ginsburg seems to approve of the notion in Casey that:

people have organized intimate relationships and made
choices that define their views of themselves and their
places in society, in reliance on the availability of
abortion in the even that contraception should fail. The
ability of women to participate equally in the economic and
social life of the Nation has been facilitated by their
ability to control their reproductive lives.67

The implication that women organize their lives around

"abortion availability" would come as a great surprise to many

women. Abortion is not the defining issue for women. As the

1.8 million members of the National Women's Coalition for Life

agree, it is possible—and right—to be both pro-woman and pro-

life. Even for those women who do not consider themselves "pro-

life," abortion is not a top priority. A New York Times July

1989 poll revealed that most women were more concerned about job

discrimination, child care and balancing work and family than

about abortion.68 More men than women favor abortion rights,

and women tend to be more protecting of unborn human life than

men.69

The expectation that women rely on elective surgery to

advance a career or continue an education ignores the broader

contexts and issues that shape women's lives. This notion is

inimical to Carol Gilligan's principles of "care, concern,

responsibility and non-violence."70

Judge Ginsburg's own life and record provide the solution to

the dilemma of women's equality and abortion. She began her

career in challenging distinctions in the law based solely on
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gender. Under her influence, many discriminatory laws were

struck down under the equal protection doctrine. But none of

these involved abortion. Although Judge Ginsburg would

incorporate abortion rights into the line of cases based on equal

protection, this is not necessary to women's full equality and

participation in society. Since no case advancing women's

opportunity has relied on Roe, abortion is not legally necessary

or relevant for preservation of those gains. Indeed, the

unsightly thread of the abortion doctrine could easily be removed

without unraveling any of the garment.

CONCLUSION

This Committee should carefully look at the impact of a

nominee's commitment to abortion rights that supersedes our

traditional understanding of the proper role of the judiciary and

the legislative process, and should carefully weigh what impact

the Court, with Justice Ginsburg, will have on the future of the

women and families of this nation.

Thank you.
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59. See Appendix (hereinafter "Butler"), citing Koonin, et al.
Abortion Surveillance. United States, 1988. 40 CDC Surveillance
Summerier. Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report 22 (July 1991)
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60. Butler at 120-121.
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